
The Iconic Fords: Falcon - 20 Inspirational
Cars Volume
The Ford Falcon is undoubtedly one of the most iconic vehicles in automotive
history. Since its inception, it has captivated car enthusiasts around the world with
its exceptional performance, unique design, and thrilling driving experience. In
this article, we will delve into the legacy of the Ford Falcon and explore 20
inspirational cars that have left an indelible mark on the automotive industry.

The Birth of an Icon

The Ford Falcon was introduced by Ford Motor Company in 1960 as a compact
car that aimed to meet the growing demand for smaller, more fuel-efficient
vehicles. Despite initial skepticism, the Falcon quickly became a popular choice
among consumers due to its affordability, practicality, and reliability. It offered a
perfect balance between performance and economy, making it a versatile option
for both families and car enthusiasts.

One of the most influential Falcon models was the first-generation Falcon,
produced from 1960 to 1963. This model introduced innovative features such as
unibody construction, which enhanced both safety and structural integrity. It was
also powered by efficient inline-six engines, providing a smooth and economical
ride. The success of the first-generation Falcon paved the way for future
iterations, firmly establishing the Falcon as a force to be reckoned with in the
automotive industry.
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20 Inspirational Falcon Cars

1. Ford Falcon XT GT: Introduced in 1968, this muscle car is considered a true
icon of the Falcon lineup. Boasting a powerful V8 engine and aggressive styling,
it set new standards for performance and exhilaration.

2. Ford Falcon XA GT-HO Phase IV: Released in 1972, the XA GT-HO Phase IV
was designed for racing purposes. Its exceptional power and aerodynamics made
it a dominant force on the track.

3. Ford Falcon XR6 Turbo Sprint: From the modern era, the XR6 Turbo Sprint
stands out for its turbocharged inline-six engine, delivering impressive power and
acceleration.

4. Ford Falcon XC Cobra: Produced as a limited edition in 1978, the XC Cobra
featured unique graphics, lightweight construction, and a spirited V8 engine,
making it a collector's dream.

5. Ford Falcon XY GTHO Phase III: Widely regarded as one of the greatest
muscle cars ever made, the GTHO Phase III dominated racetracks with its
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monstrous V8 engine and incredible performance.

6. Ford Falcon AU Series III: This iteration of the Falcon introduced modern
styling cues and improved safety features, continuing the legacy of the Falcon as
a family-friendly sedan.

7. Ford Falcon BA XR6 Turbo: Equipped with a turbocharged engine and a sporty
suspension setup, the BA XR6 Turbo delivered an exhilarating driving experience
without compromising on practicality.

8. Ford Falcon XY GT: The XY GT model showcased the Falcon's performance
capabilities through its muscular design, improved handling, and powerful engine
offerings.

9. Ford Falcon FGX XR8: As one of the last Falcon models before its
discontinuation, the FGX XR8 embraced modern technologies and features while
preserving the Falcon's performance pedigree.

10. Ford Falcon XB GT: Famously known as the "Interceptors" in the Mad Max
movie franchise, the XB GT captured the imaginations of moviegoers and car
enthusiasts alike with its aggressive appearance.

11. Ford Falcon BF XR6 Turbo: With its refined design and powerful engine, the
BF XR6 Turbo provided a thrilling driving experience combined with the
practicality of a family sedan.

12. Ford Falcon FG XR6: The FG XR6 showcased a modern and aerodynamic
design, delivering a striking visual appeal while maintaining the Falcon's
performance heritage.



13. Ford Falcon XY GT-HO Phase II: Another legendary muscle car, the XY GT-
HO Phase II demonstrated unparalleled power and performance on both the
streets and racetracks.

14. Ford Falcon ED XR8 Sprint: The ED XR8 Sprint stood out for its
performance-tuned engine and unique exterior enhancements, solidifying its
place as a standout Falcon model.

15. Ford Falcon BF Xr6 Turbo: This model elevated the XR6 Turbo legacy with
improved handling and refined features, providing an exhilarating ride for
enthusiasts.

16. Ford Falcon XT: The Falcon XT offered a reliable and affordable option for
those seeking a no-frills, value-packed sedan, ensuring its popularity among a
wide range of consumers.

17. Ford Falcon FG XR6 Turbo: The FG XR6 Turbo combined aggressive styling
with a powerful engine, delivering a potent performance package suitable for both
track and road.

18. Ford Falcon EF XR6: The EF XR6 boasted a refined design and advanced
features, making it a desirable option for those seeking comfort and performance
in equal measure.

19. Ford Falcon FG X XR8: As one of the last XR8 models, the FG X XR8
showcased the Falcon's timeless design and performance capabilities,
representing the pinnacle of the Falcon legacy.

20. Ford Falcon EL GT: Released in 1997, the EL GT offered a blend of luxury
and performance, making it an excellent choice for those seeking comfort and



thrill in one package.

The Falcon's Enduring Legacy

The Ford Falcon's 20 inspirational cars volume serves as a testament to the
enduring impact this iconic vehicle has had on the automotive industry. From its
humble beginnings as a compact car, the Falcon evolved into a thrilling and
versatile range of models that appealed to a wide audience. Whether it was a
muscle car capable of dominating racetracks or a family sedan delivering a
comfortable and practical ride, the Falcon provided a driving experience like no
other.

Unfortunately, all good things must come to an end, and Ford ceased production
of the Falcon in 2016. However, its legacy lives on through those 20 inspirational
cars that continue to captivate the hearts and minds of car enthusiasts.

Whether you're an avid Falcon collector or simply appreciate the history and
ingenuity of the automotive world, the Ford Falcon will always be remembered as
one of the most influential and inspirational vehicles of all time.
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The Ford Falcon has a long and illustrious history in Australia from the American-
built Falcons of 1960 to 1971, then the Australian-designed and built Falcons
through to the modern day.

This book presents twenty Ford Falcons and the stories of their restoration,
renovation or modification. This book is invaluable for anyone thinking of owning,
restoring, renovating, modifying or just simply lusting after a Ford Falcon, whether
it’s a rare GT-HO Phase III or a more recent example from FPV.

You’ll also meet the passionate people behind each car. They dreamed of owning
a Falcon and now do. Each of the twenty cars has its own story and we reveal
how the owners came to own the car, what they’ve done to set it apart from the
rest, and what their future plans are.

Some of the cars are multiple show-winners at top concours level; some are
much-loved daily drivers; others are used to put in fast lap times in historic racing
classes.

Immerse yourself in twenty Falcons from 1965 to 2008 - a mix of authentic
showroom classics, track-ready race cars and modified street machines. Each
story comes with professionally shot colour photographs and vehicle
specifications.

If you are looking for inspiration these stories are full of brilliant ideas you can
take for your own Falcon, or you can just read them and live the Falcon
ownership dream vicariously.
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Scroll to the top of this page and click the Buy button to download this ebook now
and start getting inspired.

Approx. 35,000 words
97 images (view on Kindle Fire, or the free Kindle Cloud Reader or Kindle Reader
for iPhone/iPad to see full colour pictures)
Bonus linked content: 20 Ford Falcon wallpapers for your computer or tablet.
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